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Midway up the corporate ladder, some business managers are finding themselves caught in a climbing 
conundrum. The rungs below are testimony to years of hard work dedicated to their company, but 
without a higher degree and training, the rungs ahead are unattainable. If you’re motivated to reach the 
top, there are alternatives to sacrificing your job to enter an MBA program. Besides, if you’ve already 
got substantial management experience, it’s unlikely that pursuing a general MBA will give you the 
competitive edge you’re seeking. Executive MBA programs present an appealing solution to this 
dilemma, for employee and employer.  

Executive MBA – or EMBA – programs have grown from a niche education to being globally recognized 
as a key player in advancing successful business managers and enriching the companies they work for. 
According to Jennifer Charron, Director of Marketing and Admissions at UC Berkeley/Hass School of 
Business, “The key differences between the MBA and EMBA programs are the structure and time.” Each 
EMBA program varies, Charron says, but at UC Berkeley/Hass, the MBA and EMBA programs deliver 
nearly the same content: a curriculum centered on core management disciplines.  

Program structure 

EMBA programs accommodate full time professionals with a schedule that allows students to maintain 
momentum in their careers while pursuing a degree. EMBA candidates have at least five –and preferably 
ten or more - years of professional experience, unlike standard MBA programs, which target younger 
students with limited or no experience. According to the Executive MBA Council, a non-profit association 
of schools, the average age of EMBA students in 2011 was 37. EMBA students come from diverse 
backgrounds representing a variety of all size industries from profit, non-profit to government.  

Entering an EMBA program is no small commitment. Most programs take two years or less to complete, 
but students must be prepared to work 80-100 hours per week between their job and school. At the UC 
Berkeley/Hass School, that means EMBA students meet every three weeks for three full days of classes 
and then take assignments home. One immediate benefit of this course structure is the real time 
application. Students apply what they learned in class during the weekend directly to the workplace on 
Monday. Students improve their work performance as they progress in the program, increasing their 
value as employees. 

Networking Potential 

Classes in EMBA programs are taught in a lockstep fashion; the same cohort remains together 
throughout the program. The higher caliber student body of EMBA programs creates a rich learning 
environment. Because EMBA students are more advanced in their careers, they can learn as much from 
their peers as the instructors. This intra-student interaction plays a crucial role in developing networks 
that will last for life.  



Increasingly, schools are recognizing this critical opportunity for expanded networking and are 
partnering with universities in different regions. Programs which span locations, such as UC 
Berkeley/Columbia Business School or Wharton Philadelphia/San Francisco, open student networks to a 
nationwide scale as they attend classes on both coasts. Opportunities to build a more advanced network 
are in step with the quality of the program. Charron says, “At the top notch schools you pay, in part, for 
the network."  

Cost of an EMBA 

Funding can be a major hurdle in entering EMBA programs. Major university programs cost anywhere 
between $50k- $170k. It’s rare that university scholarships are available for EMBA students. Many 
companies offer at least partial sponsorship to their employees to help defray tuition expenses. The 
2010 Executive MBA Council research shows that 66% of EMBA students received some form of financial 
assistance from their employer. 

The cost is worth it according to EMBA Council surveys. 2010 survey participants reported an 11% salary 
and bonus increase by the time they finished the program. More importantly, 97% of EMBA graduates 
surveyed said they were satisfied or more than satisfied with the career impact of their degree 
programs. 

 

 

 


